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Welcome to our “Everything Digital” issue. It is so hard to keep up with 
technology, so I especially like this issue. It gives me the chance to learn 
about new apps, podcasts, websites, streaming series, and what to expect 

in the future when it comes to the digital world. 
I agree with Julie Petroski from Targetbase, who left a comment in our Dig-

ital Survey saying that the problem with the digital age is, “Unless you work 
hard to create them, there are no boundaries between working and not working. This can work in 
your favor since you may actually be more productive at atypical working times (early in the morning 
or late at night, for example).” That is definitely the case with me. I will admit I am addicted to my 
iPhone and iPad. I am not a great sleeper, so I find myself constantly checking my devices at all hours 
of the night. Some of you will see that I post at three in the morning or respond to your email before 
the sun comes up. It was actually refreshing when I was in Paris last year with my daughter because 
access to the Internet was limited. I had no choice but to live in the moment – something we can eas-
ily forget to do in today’s world. But in other ways, technology can help us stay closer to the ones we 
love. I often FaceTime with my nephew and his kids in Florida, or use it to catch up with my brother. 
You can be sure of this, I’ll be using FaceTime quite a bit when my daughter Maddie goes off to college 
in the fall. 

I also think technology has definitely affected our youth. I see it with my own girls who would 
rather text instead of picking up the phone to speak to someone, whether it be communicating per-
sonally or professionally. In addition to preferring phone calls, I am a big proponent of handwritten 
notes. That too seems to be a lost art with the younger generation who would rather just shoot off an 
email. As a result of all this technology, including all the techno shorthand, kids today lack the verbal 
skills we have. We couldn’t hide behind a text or email when I was that age. We had to communicate 
in real time. 

When it comes to business, there are definite benefits to using social media. I often keep up to date 
on what our readers are doing, where they are vacationing, and how much their children are growing 
by checking out their posts on Facebook. It helps me stay connected on a more personal level. We at 
The exchange have also started using Facebook Live. I’m having fun filling in our readers on what is 
happening at The exchange through goofy posts – announcing the latest winners of one of our contests 
and sharing some of the upcoming stories. I’ve always wanted to be an actress…this is my time to 
shine! Of course LinkedIn is a great resource for me to keep up to date on promotions and new hires in 
the industry, plus it’s an easy way to add to our mailing list. My daughter Katie is building up our Ins-
tagram feed. Be sure to check us out on all of our social media outlets. And don’t forget, you can view 
our magazine both in print and online. 

On the following pages, you’ll find lots of great ideas on sites, apps, series, and podcasts from 
Chuck Hyde, Jeffrey Freedman, Eric S. Malter, Wendy Starr, Lisa Healy, Jeffrey Berman, Gina Ben-
nicasa, Nick Salvatore, and Stacey Conway. We’ve also got the results of this year’s Digital Survey. 
Check out Mark Pappas’ fascinating report on the latest techno trends from his recent experience at 
the 2020 CES conference. Craig A. DeLarge shares how his personal journey caring for a loved one 
with mental unwellness led him to the forefront of the digitaltech and mental health movement. On 
a less techy trajectory, Wendy Starr tells her tale of how she let go of cable TV long ago…and how 
she manages to continue to do so today, with plenty of viewing opportunities. And, when you need a 
break from all that is digital, Sharon “SJ” Spector just might have the solution. Yoga anyone? 

Winter is the perfect time to hunker down and catch up on all those shows and series we’ve 
missed. And, spring will be in the air soon. That’s when we start to talk about vacations. So let us 
know where you’ve been. We’d love to share your story in the pages of The exchange. 

Facebook.com/HMExchange

Twitter.com/HMExchange

LinkedIn.com/in/HMExchange

Instagram.com/HMExchange

Join us on

Dear Healthcare Marketer,

Happy Spring,

Who Is Your  
Mentor or Hero?
Do you want to pay tribute to some-

one in the military for their bravery and 
sacrifice? Celebrate someone who’s your 

personal hero (and, yes, that includes 
parents and children)? Or recognize a 

life-impacting mentor?

Send your Mentor/Hero Story to  
Nan at nmcardle@HMExchange.com –  

a paragraph or more, up to 750 words, by 
March 15, 2020. 

Participate in our 
May Issue...Win $50! Win a $50 OpenTable Gift Card!

BEST OF THE BEST POLL!
• Best Pizza Place
• Best Wine
• Best Beer
• Best Cocktail

Go to www.hmexchange.com/contests.html or  
contact Nan at nmcardle@HMExchange.com. 

All participants will be entered into a drawing for a $50 OpenTable Gift Card. 

Tell us your:

• Best Vacation Spot
• Best Restaurant 
• Best Hotel
• Best SpaFor additional information contact:

Kevin A. Bolum, Director, Advertising Sales, at
215-351-2440 or kbolum@acponline.org
Kenneth D. Watkins III at
973-785-4839 or kwatkins@watkinsrepgroup.com
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Reach your target 
audience with these 
credible, established brands.

Each e-newsletter will carry your product’s message 
exclusively to your target list of health care providers 

along with current ACP internal medicine content.

Targeted E-newsletter

Opportunities from the

American College 

of Physicians

ACP
Internist 
Weekly

ACP
Hospitalist 

Weekly

ACP
Diabetes 
Monthly

ACP
Gastroenterology 

Monthly

Latest 
from
Annals
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Send press releases to: news@hmexchange.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
onward upward
promotions • additions

CMI/Compas has announced the appointment of Heather Houpt as Digital 
Ad Operations Specialist; Kevin Bhatt as Vice President, Data Analytics; 
and Deep Patel as Technical Business Analyst. They can be reached in the 
Cherry Hill, NJ, office at 856-667-8577. Christopher Osmond has been 
appointed Associate Media Planner. He can be reached in the Costa Mesa, 
CA, office at 646-840-0717. Nirvana Rivera has been appointed Corpo-
rate Trainer; Tyler Correa as Associate Analyst, Search Engine Marketing 
and Emerging Media; Caleb Crump, Paula Goodwin, and David Monzo 
as Associate Analyst, Data Analytics; and Oyinkansola Ladipo (Oyin) as 
People Coordinator. They can be reached in the Philadelphia, PA, office 
at 215-568-5944. Michael Molda has been appointed Director, Business 
Insights; Kari Hinchcliff as Supervisor, Social Media; and Eman Sallam 
as Associate Analyst, Data Analytics. They can be reached in the King of 
Prussia, PA, office at 484-322-0880. Mackenzie Bori and Marissa Hampp 
have been appointed Associate Media Planner. They can be reached in 
the Parsippany, NJ, office at 646-840-0717. Lucas Van Hausen has been 
appointed Associate Analyst, Data Analytics. He can be reached in the 
Chicago, IL, office at 646-840-0717. Laura Kush has been appointed Vice 
President, Media. She can be reached at 646-840-0717.

Entrée Health has announced the promotion of Andrew Gottfried to CEO. 
He can be reached at agottfried@entreehealth.com.

HMP Global has announced the promotion of Sara (Stewart) Belanger to 
Director, Clinical Pathways. She can be reached at 609-221-6640.

McCann Health Echo has announced the promotion of Megan Benjamin 
Persson to Senior Vice President, Account Director. She can be reached at 
973-309-4778.

Publicis Health Media has announced the promotion of Elyse Rettig 
to Executive Vice President, Product and Solution Design. She can be 
reached at 215-982-5821. Kevin F. Condon has been promoted to Associ-
ate Media Director. He can be reached at 215-982-5708.

Relevate Health Group has announced the appointment of Kip Kelly as 
Vice President, Client Development. He can be reached at 215-208-0111.

ReviveHealth has announced the promotion of Valerie Cole to Associate 
Media Director. She can be reached at vdc@thinkrevivehealth.com.

SSCG Media Group has announced the promotion of Jennifer (Ocello) 
Tesoroni to Vice President, Associate Director, Multichannel Media. She 
can be reached at 973-402-4964.

WebMD has announced the appointment of Christopher Darienzo as 
Director of Strategic Accounts. He can be reached at 215-416-6439.

NEW NOTEWORTHY
awards • mergers • approvals

Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and Eli Lilly and Company 
have announced the FDA approval of Trijardy XR (empagliflozin/linagliptin/
metformin hydrochloride extended release tablets) to lower blood sugar 
in adults with type 2 diabetes. For more information, visit www.lilly.com or 
www.boehringer-ingelheim.com.

Bristol-Myers Squibb and partner BioMotiv, a biopharma accelerator, have 
announced the launch of Anteros Pharmaceuticals, a new company 
focused on creating inflammation and fibrosis medicines. For more infor-
mation, visit www.bms.com.

CMI/Compas has announced the launch of a Growth and Innovation practice 
to keep clients ahead of the curve by prioritizing and investing in inno-
vation. The practice is led by Executive Vice President Justin Freid. Two 
executives have been promoted to bolster the initiative: Mark Pappas as 
Senior Vice President, Growth and Innovation, and Jose Ferreira as Senior 
Vice President, Product and Innovation. For more information, visit www.
cmimedia.com.

Digitas Health has been named a “2020 Best Place to Work” by Advertis-
ing Age, ranking eighth out of the top 25 companies with more than 200 
employees. For more information, visit www.digitashealth.com.

Fingerpaint has announced the acquisition of 1798 Consultants, a mar-
ket-access and commercialization advisory firm. With the acquisition, 
1798 becomes Fingerpaint’s fifth office and its second on the West 
Coast. All leadership will be retained, and the consultancy will be rebrand-
ed as 1798, a Fingerpaint Company. For more information, visit www.
fingerpaint.com.

GlaxoSmithKline has announced its plans to split the company into two enti-
ties over the next two years. One entity will focus on pharmaceuticals and 
drug development, while the other will be aimed at consumer healthcare. 
For more information, visit www.gsk.com.

Ogilvy Health has announced that Christine Baptista, Senior Art Director, 
and Gabrielle Maniscalco, Senior Account Executive, have been named 
to the Medical Advertising Hall of Fame’s (MAHF) 9th Future Famers 
Program. For more information, visit www.mahf.com.

Visit ammonline.org for more information, 

to view pictures of previous years, 

and to learn about 

sponsorship opportunities and how to

buy your tickets before we sell out.

We look forward to seeing you!

Register
Today!

We're expecting another

full house, don't miss out!

201-288-4440  |  aafp_NJ@aafp.org  |  aafp.com/afp-mediakit
Call, click or download our media kit today.

1KANTAR, Primary Care Medical/Surgical Readership Study, June 2019   2The Essential Journal Study in Primary Care, The Matalia Group, January 2019.
 

ALWAYS IN 
THEIR HANDS. 

NEVER LOST IN
THE STACK.

While primary care physicians receive stacks of medical journals 

addressed to them, only a handful are scanned and even fewer 

are read cover to cover. That’s where American Family Physician is 

different. It helps physicians make the decisions that matter—for their 

patients and their practices—through peer-reviewed, evidence-based 

clinical reviews that they know and trust. Ranked 1st in cover-to-cover 

readership1 and the essential journal in primary care,2 AFP is your 

best choice to reach engaged physicians.

#1 in readership. #1 in value.
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Living in the Digital World Living in the Digital World

ad campaigns on smart TVs were something that were a 
nice-to-have with clients, but now with these advances and 
new feature sets, it is a must-have for a successful video 
campaign.
8KS ARE HERE

While 4k TV is commonplace, 4k content is just starting 
to catch up and be widely available. Most networks only 
broadcast in HD 1080p. This made the variety of 8k TVs 
Samsung had on display even more mind blowing. Leverag-
ing AI (artificial intelligence), Samsung can upscale content 
to 8k – including YouTube content. With these sets going 
on sale relatively soon, AI is the primary way to get 8k con-
tent. With the quality of the picture being literally eight 
times the resolution of current broadcast quality, there will 

be less and less rationale to utilize 
linear TV.

All of these advancements are 
making video advertising much 
more powerful, efficient, and tar-
geted. With the increased competi-
tion between streaming platforms, 
and now new mobile video plat-
forms, I believe this will start an 
arms race for new video and adver-
tising opportunities.

Check back next year to see if 
the first 16k TV has been spotted.

Mark Pappas is Senior 

Vice President, Growth 

and Innovation, CMI/

Compas, 2200 Renais-
sance Boulevard, Suite 

160, King of Prussia, PA 19406. He 
can be reached at 484-322-0880 or 
mpappas@cmimedia.com.

different experience. This isn’t just 
responsive design – it’s almost like 
two totally different experienc-
es. Quibi’s Turnstyle technology 
streams two video feeds at once, 
seamlessly switching from land-
scape to portrait as a user changes 
their view. This technology also 
allows for advertisers to create 
completely new video ads that can 
serve two separate pieces of con-
tent to a user. This is exciting to 
me because this will start driving 
more innovation from compet-
itors in the space. It is yet to be 
seen if Quibi will be a hit once it 
launches this April, but they have 
already sold out all $150 million of their advertising inven-
tory for the rest of the year.
SMART AD CAMPAIGNS

Beyond new platforms, Samsung, LG, Roku, and other 
TV manufacturers are continuing to drive the nail into lin-
ear TV’s coffin. Most of the major smart TV manufacturers 
continue to strike deals with AppleTV, Netflix, Hulu, and 
others to incorporate all their software into their TVs out of 
the box without the need to purchase separate boxes. These 
TVs can recommend shows on other streaming channels 
based on what you are watching. Leveraging automatic 
content recognition (ACR), software built into these TVs 
can detect what is “on the glass” regardless of the source 
and serve you ads much more targeted to you. Until now, 

S
XSW is this month, CES has just passed, and we can 
already see the tech trends that will be important to 
watch in 2020 and beyond. Start-ups and trillion-dollar 

companies alike are launching the cool, the awesome, the 
groundbreaking, and the just truly bizarre. Some things have 
shifted from last year. VR (virtual reality) and AR (augment-
ed reality) were everywhere in 2019. This year, they seem to 
have taken a backseat to all things 5G, voice-enabled every-
thing, next-gen wearables, and smart clothing. While flying 
cars, smart underwear, and toilet-paper robots are hard to 
ignore, I was of course looking at things with my advertis-
ing-biased brain, and my brain was on streaming video.
NEW-USE STREAMING VIDEO

Streaming video has already proven its worth and popu-
larity, especially in the age of 4k enabled smartphones with 
retina and beyond-HD displays. What’s new is the ways in 
which people are consuming streaming media. With linear 
TV continuing to decline, streaming video has increased 
70% YoY. At CES, one of the most buzzed about keynotes 
was the Quibi presentation. Quibi, short for quick bites, is a 
new streaming video platform from Jeffrey Katzenberg and 
Meg Whitman. Quibi is bringing Hollywood-level produc-
tion with huge names including Steven Spielberg, Guillermo 
del Toro, and Kevin Hart to short, chapterized shows and 
movies. Quibi is trying to capitalize on people consuming 
short bites of content while on the go. Even though U.S. 

users stream over eight billion hours of content per month, 
Netflix, Hulu, and other TV-based streaming platforms only 
account for about 10% of mobile streaming. It appears that 
Quibi is taking aim at the social channels and YouTubes of 
the world.
NEW STREAMING TECHNOLOGY

Regardless of the quality of the content being produced, 
one of the more exciting things is the technology powering 
Quibi and, in turn, creating completely new advertising pos-
sibilities that did not exist before. 
When a user watches a Quibi show 
in landscape (horizontal) view with 
their phone, they get the full wide-
screen experience. However, when 
a user switches 
to portrait (ver-
tical) view they 
get a completely 

by Mark PaPPas

DIGITAL TRENDS 2020

Quibi brings new ad 
formats with their 

streaming platform. 

Samsung’s city-sized booth at CES.

8k TVs were on full display at CES.
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Living in the Digital World

M
any of you have known me for two-plus decades as a 
digital health leader in the pharma industry. Far fewer 
of you also know about my involvement in mental 

health as a caregiver, trainer of caregivers of the mentally ill, 
(former) National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) Board 
Member, founder of The Digital Mental Health Project, and, 
presently, Kings College London Public Health graduate stu-
dent focusing on global mental health.

We (my wife and I) did not choose to be in this 
space. Life came looking for us and here we are 
converting lemons into lemonade and making extra 
to serve others. Our work is very much focused on 
helping ourselves as caregivers. This has been 
a multifaceted role over more than 15 years, 
spanning depression, mania, schizophrenia, 
and dementia. It is also focused on the con-
tribution of our core competencies, mine in 
digitaltech, and both mine and my wife’s in 
education and learning.
A CHALLENGE AND A COMMITMENT

I began to get a feeling for the 
mentally unwell when I worked 
on brands like Paxil while at GSK. I 
was inspired to think about this in 
my local (African-American) com-
munity by a good colleague who chal-
lenged me about the exceptional bur-
den of mental unwellness among African Americans. With 
time, I became more aware of how depression and anxiety 
have manifested themselves in my community and family in 
the form of various types of self- and other-abuse. I commit-
ted to go a different path as much as Grace would allow. As a 
consequence, I have for many years paid personal attention 
to my own mental wellness using a range of approaches 
from personal and family counseling to bibliotherapy (an 
approach involving “book therapy,” poetry therapy, or ther-
apeutic storytelling), to exercise, skillful social relating, and 
breathing, to mental health chatbots, apps, and wearables. 
More about this later.
A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE LEADS TO COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

My journey took an abrupt pivot when the diagnosis of 
a severe mental illness rocked our family. I regret my early 
denial of the situation we were in. I am grateful that we were 
able to adapt. We found education and community with 
the Montgomery County, PA, and Main Line (PA) chapters 
of NAMI. Their Family-to-Family education course was a 
lifesaver for us. More than 15 years later, we are still part of a 
community of families caring for mentally ill loved ones. In 
2008, I accepted a board appointment with NAMI Main Line 
PA, where for seven years I developed their digital commu-
nications and education programs for caregivers of the men-
tally unwell. I also coached and trained the same audience, 
with emphasis on communities of faith.
COMBINING DIGITALTECH AND MENTAL HEALTH

The next pivot in the work my wife and I were doing 
happened in 2014 when, while on a sabbatical, I got the idea 

to research solutions at the intersection between digitaltech 
and mental health. This led to founding The Digital Mental 
Health Project, a research and education consultancy focused 
on helping founders, funders, implementers, consumers, and 
caregivers to “responsibly” adopt digitaltech into mental 
healthcare delivery and use situations. This work has yielded 
Digital Mental Health Innovation Challenges and the Digital 
Stress Management Survey, among numerous conference 

talks and blog posts.
Our present focus is largely in the development 

of StressTech Literacy content, helping 
stressed employers, students, and care-

givers use their everyday digitaltech to 
improve, versus erode, their mental 
wellness. In time, we will also devel-
op a MentalTech Literacy version 
focused on those diagnosed with 
mental unwellness, their treaters, 

and carers.
IMPROVING MY HEALTH WITH 
DIGITALTECH

On a more personal note, my 
own use of technology in this 
context, has improved my own 
resilience. The Muse™ Brain-

Wave Reader strengthened my 
meditation practice providing me 

real-time audio feedback about the depth of my concentra-
tion. The Insight Timer™ has strengthened the consistency 
of my meditation and yoga practice through self-tracking. 
Chatbots like WoeBot have helped reinforce productive 
thinking and responses to difficult emotions with real-time 
cognitive behavioral training on my smartphone. The Spire 
Stone Breath Tracker has trained a better use of my breathing 
to handle my overwhelm. These tools have been instrumen-
tal in my own resilience plan. Some I use daily and others 
only when I am in the midst of a personal storm. With time, 
I have learned how to calibrate their use to best fit my situa-
tion. In our StressTech Literacy program, we are now starting 
to teach others what we have learned.

As you can imagine, this work is vocation and calling for 
us, and we are working to convert it to occupation. In our 
global environment, 20% will have a mental illness in their 
lifetime – depression is among the top causes of disability on 
the planet. The majority of us have been, are, or will be care-
givers of children or the elderly. Many of those with a chron-
ic illness experience depression or anxiety. We nearly all use 
digital technology. The imperative for our work is undeniable 
and we welcome partners and prosumers on this journey.

Craig A. DeLarge is Digital Health Strategist, The 
Digital Mental Health Project, digitalmentalhealth 
project.com. He can be reached at 267-367-9867  
or craig@wiseworking.com.

MY DIGITAL MENTAL HEALTH JOURNEY
FROM MAELSTROM TO RESEARCH TO ADVOCACY AND EDUCATION

by craig a. DeLarge

My wife and I delivering StressTech Literacy training at a local 
organization concerned about employee wellness.

JAMA Network journals published 9 of the 100 papers with the highest 

Altmetric Attention Scores of 2019.

Altmetric tracks and collates online mentions of individual papers from sources 

such as the mainstream and social media, blogs, and other scholarly and 

nonscholarly channels. 

Advertise in the journals that get talked about.

ResearchOriginal Investigation

801 Evaluating an Intervention to Improve

Communication BetweenOncology

Clinicians and PatientsWith Life-Limiting

Cancer: A Cluster Randomized Clinical Trial

of the Serious Illness Care Program

J Paladino and Coauthors

810 AssociationofExpandedVAHospiceCare

WithAggressiveCareandCost forVeterans

WithAdvancedLungCancer

VMor and Coauthors

817 The Role of Disease Label in Patient

Perceptions and Treatment Decisions in the

Setting of Low-RiskMalignant Neoplasms

PR Dixon and Coauthors

824 Gemcitabine, Cisplatin,

and nab-Paclitaxel for the Treatment

of Advanced Biliary Tract Cancers:

A Phase 2 Clinical Trial

RT Shroff and Coauthors

833 Effect of Taxane Plus PlatinumRegimens

vs Doxorubicin Plus Cisplatin as Adjuvant

Chemotherapy for Endometrial Cancer

at a High Risk of Progression:

A Randomized Clinical Trial

HNomura and Coauthors for the Japanese

Gynecologic Oncology Group

841 Implications of the Parenteral Opioid

Shortage for Prescription Patterns and Pain

Control AmongHospitalized Patients

With Cancer Referred to Palliative Care

A Haider and Coauthors

847 Prophylactic Cranial Irradiation

vs Observation in PatientsWith

LocallyAdvancedNon–Small Cell LungCancer:

ALong-termUpdateof theNRGOncology/

RTOG0214Phase3RandomizedClinical Trial

A Sun and Coauthors

856 Assessmentof 68Ga-PSMA-11PETAccuracy

inLocalizingRecurrentProstateCancer:

AProspectiveSingle-ArmClinical Trial

WP Fendler and Coauthors

864 Derivation of Anthracycline

and Anthraquinone Equivalence Ratios

to Doxorubicin for Late-Onset Cardiotoxicity

EAM Feijen and Coauthors

872 Single-Fraction Stereotactic

vs Conventional Multifraction Radiotherapy

for Pain Relief in PatientsWith

Predominantly Nonspine BoneMetastases:

A Randomized Phase 2 Trial

Q-N Nguyen and Coauthors

879 Association of Intake ofWhole Grains

and Dietary FiberWith Risk of Hepatocellular

Carcinoma in US Adults

WYang and Coauthors

887 Analysis of Control ArmQuality

in Randomized Clinical Trials

Leading to Anticancer Drug Approval

by the US Food and Drug Administration
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 FAVORITE PODCAST
POTTERLESS

I’ll finally come clean with my secret guilty plea-
sure…I am a huge fan of the Harry Potter series 
and all things Harry Potter – the books, movies, 
theme parks, merchandise, websites, etc. Not 
sure what that says of me – but there it is. 

 Last year, I found a podcast called Potterless and 
it has made my morning commute into Manhattan 
from Westchester so much more enjoyable. The 
Potterless website describes the podcast as “a magi-
cal journey following Mike Schubert, a grown man 
reading the Harry Potter series for the first time, as 
he sits down with Harry Potter fanatics to poke fun 
at plot holes, make painfully incorrect predictions, and rant 
about how Quidditch is the worst sport ever invented. With 
his uncanny sense of humor, uniquely sharp mind, and 
arsenal of witty and insightful guests, Mike Schubert will 
take you on a journey through your childhood, this time 
with the rose-tinted glasses off.”

While I have listened to a few podcasts in the past, such 
as Heavyweight and the CMO Podcast, Potterless was a com-
pletely different experience for me – it appealed on several 
levels. First, Mike Schubert is pretty entertaining. He is 
highly intelligent, humorous, and comes across as a “real” 

person, letting us into his thoughts and his life outside the 
podcast. For example, when he started the podcast with the 
first book – you could tell how cynical he was about the 
series. It was like he already made up his mind that Harry 
Potter was a children’s book and the podcast was going to be 
based around his poking fun at the books as well as the fans 
of the series. But after the first few podcasts, you could tell 
that his feelings about the series were changing, and then 

by the start of the second book, he was hooked and 
a true fan. 

I have always been an avid reader of books. I 
read anything and everything, so I didn’t want to 
“waste” time on podcasts because it would take 
away from my reading time. But the way Mike put 
the podcast series together and, since he was reading 

the books for the first time, listeners feel like they are reliv-
ing the magic of the first time they experienced the series. 
For fans, this is truly a magical experience. To be able to 
relive the magic and wonder of a childhood (or in my case 
early-adulthood) experience is a special gift that doesn’t 
come around very often. I would highly recommend this 
podcast for Harry Potter fans of all levels (and all ages). 

Jeffrey Freedman is Managing Director, RooneyPartners, LLC, 
424 Madison Avenue, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10017. He can 
be reached at 646-432-0191 or jfreedman@rooneyco.com.

Favorite Podcast, Website, App, or SeriesSurvey Results

 FAVORITE BINGE-WORTHY SERIES
THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL,  
THE HANDMAID’S TALE, AND YOU

It is hard to pick just 
one! I fell in love with 
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel 
(Amazon Prime) – just 
finished Season 2. I love 

all those characters and I miss them 
now that I am done with the season. 
The clothing everyone wears is amaz-
ing! Then there was The Handmaid’s Tale 
(Hulu.) Wow! It was futuristic, a little sci-
ence fictionish, and disturbing. It took 
place in the Republic of Gilead (not the 
drug company). I was sooo hooked!!! Then, 
the Netflix series, You. I watched the full 
season on a rainy day with my husband sit-
ting next to me. I literally got up and was yelling at the TV. 
Very suspenseful, I was glued to the series. Season 2 JUST 
came out and I cannot wait to watch that!

Gina Bennicasa is Associate Publisher, Frontline Medical 
Communications, 7 Century Drive, Parsippany, NJ 07054. She 
can be reached at 973-290-8221 or gbennicasa@mdedge.com. 

 FAVORITE APP
THE CHRISTMAS LIST

I discovered the app The Christmas List three 
years ago. It helps you keep track of holiday 
gift shopping and manage your budget. For 
each person on your list, you add their list or 
your own gift ideas, along with your budget. 

As you shop, you check off your items 
(or add new ones), note the cost, and 
from where it was purchased (list creat-
ed by you). You also note if items are 
shipping, received, or wrapped (I never 
quite get around to noting when items 
are wrapped!). Categorizing people into 
groups – such as by name, The Conways, or by relationship, 
Parents, Nieces/Nephews, Friends – is helpful, too. And, at 
the end of the season (or the beginning of the next season), 
you can archive it all and start over with the same list of 
loved ones. This app absolutely helps with organization at a 
very busy time of year. Reflecting on what you actually 
spend is another worthwhile benefit! 

Stacey Conway is Brand Marketing Manager, NEJM Group, 
860 Winter Street, Waltham, MA 02451. She can be reached at  
sconway@nejm.org.
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 FAVORITE PODCAST 
Easy Listening, Heavyweight, Blood Ties

One of my new favorite podcasts is Easy Listen-
ing. The two hosts review podcasts. One pod-
cast I have heard about on this podcast is 
Heavyweight – the host, Jonathon Goldstein, 
interviews people who have a heavy weight on 

them from the past. Many times there will be a “what if” or 
a miscommuni-
cation involved. 
Jonathon then 
works with the 
person to resolve 
it. As a listener you are in for the ride. Another very good 
one is called Blood Ties. This is a new type of podcast where 
a true story is told through a reenactment.

Lisa Healy is President, BioPharma Media Services, LLC, P.O. 
Box 503, Lincolndale, NY 10540. She can be reached at 914-
266-2018 or lhealy@biopharmamediaservices.com.

Favorite Podcast, Website, App, or Series Favorite Podcast, Website, App, or Series

 FAVORITE WEBSITE
CHEWY AND FLIPBOARD

Chewy is one-stop shop-
ping for dogs and cats. 
They have everything, 
including prescriptions, 
and their costs are hard 

to beat. Customer service is excellent. And it’s so easy to 
order or reorder. Also, Flipboard is a news consolidator. You 
customize it according to what you want “pushed” to you 
(i.e., sports, politics, etc.). Very easy to use and it gathers 
info from a multitude of sources. I learned about it from my 
daughter’s fiancé! 

Jeffrey Berman is President, Be Media Partners, LLC, 415 King 
Road, Doylestown, PA 18901. He can be reached at jberman@
bemediapartners.com.

 FAVORITE BINGE-WORTHY SERIES
THE WEST WING

My wife and I have been binge-watching The West Wing, which we missed during 
its first run years ago. It’s amazing how relevant and timely the subject matter 
still is, and the cast and scripts are phenomenal. In these days of impeachment 
hearings and uncertainty regarding our elected officials, Donna and I watch each 
episode and wish we had Jed Bartlet and his staff running the country! 

Eric S. Malter is President, Vizion Advertising, LLC, 100 Crossways Park Drive West, Suite 401, Woodbury, NY 11797. He can be 
reached at 516-433-6222 or emalter@vizionads.com.

 FAVORITE BINGE-WORTHY SERIES
THE WITCHER

The Witcher on Netflix is 
the next Game of Thrones. 
It has monsters, magic, 
violence, and a complex 
storyline. It’s a bit hard to 

follow at first, but it grows on you. The 
series is based on the video game of the 
same name, and has a few unique twists 
and stories. It’s a good series to watch in 
the endless winter here in Michigan. 

Chuck Hyde is Director Strategic Accounts, Lexicon Pharma-
ceuticals. He can be reached at Chyde@Lexpharma.com or 616-
638-6038.

 FAVORITE BINGE-WORTHY SERIES
THE OUTSIDER

The Outsider is a chilling and suspenseful new 
series from HBO, but available on Hulu and 
Amazon Video. It stars Jason Bateman and Ben 
Mendelsohn and is based on a novel from Ste-
phen King. Just when you think you have an 

idea of what’s hap-
pening in the sto-
ryline, you’re hit with 
another curve ball. 
It’s definitely intense 
and not for the faint 
of heart, but worth it 
if you like crime thrillers. Stephen King can’t do wrong – 
let’s be honest. 

Nick Salvatore is a Supervisor of Programmatic Media at Plat-
formGSK, 100 Penn Square East, 4th Floor South, Philadelphia, 
PA 19107. He can be reached at nick.salvatore@publicishealth 
media.com. 

nels and the antenna took care of that. Plus, we often took 
advantage of my company tickets to see those games live.
THE SAVINGS ADDED UP

During those days, I probably saved about $80 per 
month, the cost of basic cable. Now, in the 
era of streaming, in addition to my anten-
na, I have Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, 
and my wireless service throws in Hulu for 
free. The rate for these services compared 
to current rates for similar offerings from 
satellite or cable has estimates of savings at 
about $115 per month.

As a new empty nester, I find that I do 
have more time to watch and the quality 
options are endless. My most recent binge 

was Ozark – Laura Linney and Justin Bateman. It’s fine 
entertainment.

Wendy Starr – See contact information above.

I
t’s been years since I subscribed to cable. How long? Well, 
the last time I remember having cable was when my 
daughter was wrapped up in High School Musical, iCarly, 

and Wizards of Waverly Place. That daughter is now a col-
lege freshman. As a single working mom, 
I don’t remember ever actually relaxing in 
front of TV, so that cable bill was like pay-
ing a babysitter.

As my daughter got older, more extra-
curriculars entered the picture. I was even 
busier shuffling her around so, why have 
cable? I needed the money more than 
Xfinity. After a quick trip to RadioShack 
(remember that?) for an antenna, I can-
celed cable. This was still pre-streaming 
days, so a DVD player and $1 movies from Red Box filled 
in any gaps for viewing movies. Why it worked for us? We 
are a two-girl household; sports were not a necessity. Many 
local Titans or Predators games were on the network chan-

 FAVORITE APP
Marco Polo

Is it social media? Is it video calls? Is it a tex-
ting app? Well, kind of. Marco Polo is an app 
that I and my “bestest” friends use to keep in 
close touch. We’ve been friends since Junior 
High and now live in four states across the 

south. Our most social of the group suggested Marco Polo 
since we probably had the longest 
group text thread in the history of tex-
ting. And, we all know how text can be 
so easily misinterpreted. My 18-year-
old daughter doesn’t get it (and that’s 
just fine); I just tell her it’s Snapchat 
for the older crowd. In fact, it is some-
what like Snapchat in that our “social leader” set a group by 
inviting each of us to join through the app. My posse of 
five are the only people that can view this group activity. 
Activity includes videos, picture sharing, texting, and gifs. 
There are filters and stickers and all that fun stuff but we 
being as chatty as we were in Junior High use it mainly to 
take turns yapping. 
WEIGH INS, ANNOYANCES, AND A HELPING HAND

What do we use it for? EVERYTHING. The highs (a fun 
date), the lows (a parent’s illness), stressors (our daughters 
going through rush), and the mundane (what to eat for din-
ner). We have certain reoccurring segments too – like Weigh-

ins, as in “we are looking to buy a house in a gated commu-

nity. Weigh in on your thoughts on gated communities.” 

And “my biggest annoyance of the day was…” Then there’s 

a vote on who had it the worst, but we then all acknowledge 

that we are truly blessed, and ours are little more than first-

world problems. We also used it as a mental health check-in 

recently. One friend ended a very long-term relationship. 

The rest of us quickly planned a trip to show up for her. I 

don’t think those kinds of reactions happen over texting or 

picture sharing. It’s all current and very real.

THE BENEFITS OF MARCO POLO ARE:

• It isn’t about likes and social comparisons.

• There’s little misinterpretation when you are talking right 

to the camera.

• Marco Polo is ad free and they don’t collect or sell user data.

• You can check in on your schedule and catch up with all 

the chats in your group.

• If you are using social media to connect to a wider group, 

this isn’t that. 

• If you want to keep your loved ones close, Marco Polo 

excels.

Wendy Starr is Manager of Market Research at Cumberland 

Pharmaceuticals, 2525 West End Avenue, Suite 950, Nashville, 

TN 37203. She can be reached at wstarr@cumberlandpharma.

com or 615-627-4119.

Cable TV – We Just Said No
by WenDy sTarr
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Mind, Body, AND Spirit

L
iz and I became friends when I walked into the furniture 
store where she worked in 1998. Our friendship has 
spanned my marriage, her divorce, and, unbeknownst to 

either of us until three years ago, a shared love for yoga and 
even the same vintage yoga tape. 

We made this discovery during our annual end-of-sum-
mer dinner. It amazed both of us, for in the over 20 years 
we each had our VHS tapes – yes, VHS tapes – neither 
of us had ever met anyone who even knew of this 
tape, let alone owned it. At last year’s 
get-together, Liz said she had some 
news. The last time she started a sen-
tence like that was to tell my husband 
Harv and me that she was getting a 
divorce. This news, however, was very 
different. Over the past year she had 
become a certified yoga instructor. As 
she described the training, I became 
engrossed. On the way home that 
night, I turned to Harv (a.k.a., the 
committee) and said, “That’s what I 
want to do – I’m going to get certified 
to teach yoga.” Harv was nonplused, 
and simply said, “There’s no money in 
that.” I shrugged – but was undeterred.

MY YOGA HISTORY

Damon was my dorm neighbor 
in college who I found very down-
to-earth. He was incredibly laid back 
and very chill – and not knowing that 
his last name was Welch – you never 
would have guessed his mom was a 
huge movie star. My love for yoga 
began when Damon introduced me 
to what he did to manage stress and 
keep himself centered. I was intrigued 
and started taking classes with a friend  
of his.

After I graduated, my interests shifted and my yoga prac-
tice took a back seat to other things. It wasn’t until the early 
‘90s that yoga came back into my life through the purchase 
of a yoga tape. In those days, I didn’t even have a mat – I 
would push aside the furniture in my small Brooklyn apart-
ment and make room for my practice. Occasionally, I would 

take a class at a yoga studio in the city, but it was just easier 
to have a home practice – and cheaper!

FINDING A YOGA TEACHER TRAINING SCHOOL

I needed to keep the momentum going if I was serious 
about becoming a yoga instructor. I knew if I were to have 
the buy-in of the committee, I needed to show that this was 
top priority. I called the yoga studios in the area and most 
of them did not offer a 200-hour Yoga Teacher Training 
(YTT) program. One studio I contacted said part of their 
training was to lock students in an immersion tank –  PASS!

The Yoga Center of Haddonfield (NJ) has been a 
part of this historic town for years. They offered the 

YTT program, so on a Saturday in October 2018 
I headed over to check out the studio and 
take a class. As busy as Haddonfield is on 
a Saturday, the moment I walked through 
the door of the yoga studio, everything was 
quiet. No joke, I was immediately enveloped 
in a calming, still vibe. I removed my shoes 
and introduced myself to the studio owner 
Darlene, reminding her of our conversation 
concerning the YTT program. We said our 
hellos and said we’d talk more after class. 
I went into the yoga room to put my mat 
down as the room was filling up.

October 2018 was a very unsettled time 
in my world. My mom, who fractured her 
pelvis that September, was in a rehab facili-
ty. And, after 16 years on the same medical 
journal, my time had come to an end. So, 
although I had made my decision to pursue 
YTT 200 certification, by the end of Octo-
ber, this idea went from considering what 
it would be like to have cool letters after 
my name to deciding to seriously become a 
working yoga instructor. 

MY MOM AND YOGA

After my dad passed away in 2017, my 
mom joined the senior group in her building 
that offered chair yoga. She was always reluc-
tant to try any group activity, especially one 

she had never done before. She summoned up her nerve 
and, at 84 years old, attended her first chair yoga class and 
found it provided a great sense of emotional and spiritual 
support. She now goes three times a week! Mom going to 
chair yoga provided my AHA moment: with a growing 
elderly population, I saw that chair yoga and its popularity 
will only increase. My wheels were turning.

The Path to One Chaired Breath
by sharon “sJ” sPecTor

“The best way to take care of the future is to take 
care of the present moment.”

—Thich nhaT hanh

Hamming it up taking the requisite Tree Pose  
pic on the beach!

GROWING A BUSINESS

The last part of my story involves Michele, my barre 
instructor and dance-school owner. She suggested I call 
assisted living facilities to offer a free chair yoga demo as 
a way to get my foot in the door. I started this at the end 
of the summer and have a 60% success rate of converting 

demos to clients. I now have T-shirts 
with my logo and cool Euro-looking 
car magnets too.

So, whatever happened with 
my first tryout at the gym? Well, I 
didn’t get the spot, but getting to 
do my very first class and get those 
nerves out of the way was key to 
everything that followed. I wish I 
had more room to tell you what a 
thrill it was to have my mom and 
childhood friends from Brooklyn at 
my graduation. That they made the 
trip all the way down to Haddon-
field meant a lot. The applause after 
my classes or people asking when I 
teach my regular class or instructors 
reaching out to specifically have me 
sub for them based on the feedback 
they have received – it’s all been so 
rewarding.

Here’s one story, however, that 
really tops all I’ve experienced so far:

After class, one yogi came to thank me and to let me 
know they suffer from PTSD and had only, within the last 
two weeks, started leaving the house. My class had made 
them feel safe. There are no words to adequately describe 
how that felt at the time, or how impactful it still feels 
talking about it. I am grateful for the feedback; it makes it 
tremendously gratifying to do what I’m doing.

Sharon “SJ” Spector, RYT 200, teaches Yoga in 
New Jersey at the Yoga Center of Haddonfield, 
Still Point Yoga Studio in Laurel Springs, RCBC 
Mt. Laurel campus, and the Jewish Community 
Center of Cherry Hill, in addition to being the 

owner of One Chaired Breath, and is available for private or 
group lessons in Chair, Hybrid Chair/Standing, or Mat Yoga. SJ 
is Kripalu Style trained in Hatha Yoga and is always happy to 
talk all things yoga and answer any questions on the subject. 
She can be reached at 609-658-9800, onechairedbreath@gmail.
com, onechairedbreath.com.

Facebook: /OneChairedBreath 
Twitter: @1ChairedBreath 
Insta: one_chaired_breath

SCHOOL – THE TRAINING

The YTT program started in January 2019. The 200 hours 
would consist of school, yoga classes, meditation, decon-
structing the poses, learning philosophy, and an indepen-
dent assignment. In a word – intense.

As winter continued, I saw everything as a networking 
opportunity. I was not waiting until 
graduation to get the conversa-
tion going. When we were at our 
gym, I asked who was in charge 
of hiring yoga instructors. When I 
met someone from the Cherry Hill 
Jewish Community Center (JCC), 
it was the same question. My life 
was on a totally different trajecto-
ry, but starting conversations and 
networking were still part of my 
DNA – and people were listening. 
The one constant I discovered is 
that at the mention of being a yoga 
instructor, people react with inter-
est and questions.

TWO TRYOUTS BEFORE GRADUATION

I landed two tryouts even before 
doing a practice class with my 
classmates – talk about nerve-rack-
ing. The gym tryout at my gym 
meant running an hour-long class 
– totally solo. What had I gotten myself into? There I was 
with 25 people on a Wednesday morning, leading a yoga 
class with my own lesson plan. Two weeks after that was my 
tryout at the JCC. 

My head was spinning. In less than a year since I left 
publishing, I was on my way to adding RYT (Registered Yoga 
Teacher) 200 after my name, and had secured employment 
at a yoga studio in Laurel Springs, NJ, as well as an instruc-
tor at the JCC. And while this was happening, I landed on 
a company name – One Chaired Breath – and designed 
and created my own website. It was amazing! I was seeing 
the culmination of all my life’s studies and work coming 
together – all of it, my art studies, sales, advertising, market-
ing, and my love for yoga. The greatest feeling of all was I 
knew I was exactly where I was supposed to be. I continued 
working the phone, including reaching out and keeping the 
conversation going with the Dean of Education for Rowan 
College at Burlington County. They say timing is everything – 
I am now teaching yoga at the college!

It certainly has been a long, strange trip. From Raquel’s 
son, to a by-chance meeting with a salesperson becoming a 
friend to finding out many years later we had yoga in com-
mon and her decision to become a yoga instructor and its 
impact on me.

Discussing any injuries or issues with a student  
before class begins.
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